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Abstract  

Industry advances have greatly reduced the cost and size of ground-based shortwave (SW)  

sensors for the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared spectral ranges that make up the solar  

spectrum, while simultaneously increasing their ruggedness, reliability and calibration accuracy  

needed for outdoor operation. These sensors and collocated meteorological equipment are an  

important part of the US Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement  

(ARM) User Facility, which has supported parallel integrated measurements of atmospheric and  

surface properties for more than two decades at fixed and mobile sites around the world. The  

versatile capability of these ground-based measurements includes: (1) rich spectral information  

required for retrieving cloud and aerosol microphysical properties, such as cloud phase, cloud  

particle size, and aerosol size distributions, and (2) high temporal resolution needed for capturing  

fast evolution of cloud microphysical properties in response to rapid changes in meteorological  

conditions. Here we describe examples of how ARM’s spectral radiation measurements are  

being used to improve understanding of the complex processes governing microphysical, optical,  

and radiative properties of clouds and aerosol.    

Capsule  

The maturing of ground-based solar shortwave spectral measurements at the U.S. DOE ARM  

User Facility facilitates progress in climate predictability by constraining cloud and aerosol  

radiative effects in complex environments.  
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Introduction  

In the decade before the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation  

Measurement (ARM) facility was established in 1992, early modern climate models exhibited  

large differences in the climate response to doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide (Ellingson et  

al. 2016). The primary drivers of the differences were the treatment of radiation transfer through  

the atmosphere and the representation of clouds and their interactions with solar and terrestrial  

radiation (Cess et al, 1990). The ARM Southern Great Plains (SGP) site was designed to  

examine cloud-radiation interactions through a strategically designed observational approach  

centered largely on active and passive remote sensing aimed at cloud properties, atmospheric  

state variables, and radiative fluxes distributed over a domain representative of climate model  

resolutions (Stokes et al. 2016).  

   

Since that time, the ARM suite of atmospheric radiation measurements has expanded and  

evolved with the focus of the science. While many original problems in atmospheric radiation  

have been addressed (Mlawer and Turner 2016, Mlawer et al. 2016), the climate forcing and  

feedbacks from cloud, aerosol, and cloud-aerosol interaction radiative effects remain some of the  

largest uncertainties in climate predictions (IPCC, 2013). Improving predictability of the Earth  

system will require improved climate model parameterizations of the processes that impact  

concentrations and properties of these atmospheric constituents and their ultimate effect on  

radiative fluxes from regional to global scales. As climate models are on track to reach  

unprecedented resolution in the coming decade – 3 km globally for the Simple Cloud Resolving  

E3SM Atmosphere Model (SCREAM) parameterizations within the DOE Energy Exascale Earth  

System Model (E3SM) – understanding the details of fine-scale processes that drive aerosol and  
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cloud radiative effects over smaller domains and the manifestation of those processes at regional- 

to global-scales has come into focus. 

  

Since its inception, the ARM User Facility has supported ground-based SW spectral 

measurements at its long-term fixed sites and field campaigns (Figure 1a) in combination with a 

large suite of complementary instrumentation, including the aerosol observing system of in situ 

instruments (Uin et al. 2020) and the ARM radar network (Kollias et al. 2020), to improve 

understanding of atmospheric processes. These measurements are continually being tailored to 

provide increasingly detailed information of aerosol and cloud microphysical and optical 

properties that serve as the foundation for exploring the processes that introduce the largest 

uncertainties into climate predictions such as cloud phase, its impact on cloud formation, 

development, and radiative properties; cloud liquid water and its relationship to precipitation 

formation; and properties of aerosol and cloud in the clear-cloudy transition zone, the radiative 

effects of the transition zone, and their relationship to aerosol-cloud interactions in adjacent 

cloud fields. Here we describe current SW spectral radiation measurements made by ARM and 

review applications that are relevant to today’s challenges in improving climate model 

representations of aerosols and clouds. These applications demonstrate the requirement for 

deployment of the most recent technology in SW spectral radiometric measurements in 

combination with ARM’s extensive suite of instrumentation to provide tools that can shed light 

on the next generation challenges of aerosol and cloud radiative effects on climate. 

  

ARM’s SW Spectral Radiation Measurements and Instrumentation 
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Solar radiation at the Earth’s surface includes both direct transmitted and diffuse scattered 

components of shortwave (SW) radiation. The intensity and wavelength dependence of these 

radiation components depends intrinsically on the solar spectrum but also on the composition 

and structure of the atmosphere including gases, aerosols, and clouds. Spectral measurements of 

these components permit retrieval of cloud and aerosol properties, giving critical information 

about atmospheric properties and contributing to assessment of the Earth’s radiation budget. 

Ground-based SW remote sensing has unique potential, particularly in concert with ARM’s suite 

of other remote sensors, to retrieve high-temporal resolution information about aerosol and cloud 

properties and their evolution, to capture detailed spatial features such as cloud edges, 

measurements of albedo and other surface properties, and constrain radiative closure from the 

surface. 

 

Spectrally resolved measurements of direct solar radiation and of hemispherically-integrated 

diffuse scattered radiation incident on a horizontal plane are reported as irradiance with units of 

power per unit area per unit wavelength – for example W/m2/nm.  When angularly resolved, the 

diffuse scattered spectral radiation is reported as radiance with units of power per unit area per 

unit wavelength per steradian.  Multi-spectral instruments measure radiometric quantities in 

discrete spectral bands typically defined by narrow-band interference filters, while hyperspectral 

instruments provide hundreds or thousands of contiguous measurements spanning a wide 

wavelength range.  

 

ARM operates a collection of instruments using complementary techniques to measure different 

elements of shortwave spectral radiation. Sun-tracking sky-scanning photometers provide direct 
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normal solar irradiance and angularly-resolved sky radiance. Rotating shadowband radiometers 

provide components of radiation incident on a horizontal surface, thus direct horizontal solar 

irradiance and diffuse hemispheric irradiance. Downward-facing radiometers provide upwelling 

hemispheric irradiance.  Narrow field-of-view (FOV) upward-facing radiometers provide high 

temporal resolution zenith radiance.  Initially only multi-spectral narrowband instruments were 

routinely operated but starting in 2003 (and with an expansion in 2010) a variety of shortwave 

spectrometers have been deployed that provide routine hyperspectral measurements. A rich 

dataset of both multi-spectral and hyperspectral irradiance and radiance measurements now 

exists on the ARM data archive (e.g. Figures 2-3; https://arm.gov/data) spanning the ultraviolet, 

visible, and SW near-infrared wavelengths (Table 1) with the unique potential to better 

understand cloud, aerosol, and radiation properties and processes. Each of these measurement 

types, whether multi-spectral or hyperspectral, hemispheric FOV or narrow FOV, sun-tracking or 

shadow-banding, have their own strengths and weaknesses with increased benefits when used in 

concert. 

 

Using SW Spectral Hemispheric Irradiance Measurements for Retrievals and Radiative Closure 

 

The Multi-Filter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer (MFRSR; Harrison et al., 1994; Harrison and 

Michalsky, 1994) incorporates a shadowband and a hemispheric diffuser to measure direct and 

diffuse hemispheric irradiance on a horizontal surface simultaneously at six spectral wavelengths 

(415, 500, 615, 676, 870, and 940 nm, see Figure 2) and is deployed along with a down-facing 

Multi-Filter Radiometer (same as MFRSR but without the shadowband) for upwelling spectral 

irradiance at matched wavelengths. During the last two and a half decades, a wide range of 
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climate-relevant applications of MFRSR data were documented in numerous research articles 

and highlighted in several comprehensive reviews (e.g., McComiskey and Ferrare, 2016;  Turner 

et al., 2016; Michalsky and Long, 2016). These applications related to the atmospheric column 

include (1) a multi-year climatology of aerosol optical depth and Ångstrom exponent (Michalsky 

et al., 2010), (2) aerosol intensive properties like single scattering albedo, asymmetry parameter, 

etc (Kassianov et al., 2005,2007; Ge et al., 2010), (3) total column precipitable water vapor 

(Michalsky et al., 1995; Alexandrov et al., 2009), (4) trace gases (Alexandrov et al., 2002a,b), (5) 

cloud optical depth (Min and Harrison, 1996; Barnard et al., 2008), (6) cloud amount (Min et al., 

2008; Kassianov et al., 2011a) and (7) assessment of the uncertainty in the radiative forcing of 

aerosols (McComiskey et al., 2008) and cumulus clouds (Kassianov et al., 2011b). 

 

ARM has also deployed several shortwave spectrometers since the early 2000s (Figure 1b) to 

measure hyperspectral irradiance (e.g. Figure 2). The Rotating Shadowband Spectrometer (RSS) 

and Shortwave Array Spectrometer – Hemispheric (SASHe1 and SASHe2) systems provide 

hyperspectral analogs to the multi-spectral measurements of the MFRSR at the Southern Great 

Plains (SGP) and ARM Mobile Facility sites (Figure 1b). The hyperspectral coverage (360-1070 

nm for RSS, 380-1700 nm for SASHe) offers exciting potential for aerosol and cloud studies 

through the distinct quantification of the radiative impact of each atmospheric constituent and 

their unique spectral signatures. While the operation of these instruments can be operationally 

challenging, efforts are underway to define data epochs of hyperspectral measurements with 

known confidence, particularly for the infrared. Comparison of aerosol optical depths (AOD) 

retrieved from the RSS and SASHe measurements with concurrent AODs from the MFRSR and 
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CSPHOT is an effective approach currently being pursued for identifying satisfactory operation  

and calibration of the hyperspectral instruments.   

  

SW spectral irradiance measurements also provide the opportunity for new spectral closure  

experiments comparing measured and modeled spectral radiation, to improve the level of  

accuracy of atmospheric retrievals, radiative transfer models, and radiometric measurements,  

particularly in concert with the expected launch of the CLARREO Pathfinder (CPF) mission in  

2023 (Wielicki et al, 2013). CPF will deliver hyperspectral measurements from the International  

Space Station, giving new potential to perform SW spectral closure experiments over ARM sites  

from the surface and top of atmosphere (TOA) simultaneously. The advent of this mission has  

also led to new calibration technologies which could improve ground-based measurements (see  

details in Section S3).  

  

These closure activities can help evaluate novel retrieval developments. For example, it was  

recently shown that MFRSR data can be used to estimate the areal-averaged and spectrally- 

resolved surface albedo under overcast skies (Kassianov et al., 2014; 2017, Section S4),  

conditions where you cannot observe albedo from satellites which challenges TOA surface  

energy budget calculations (e.g. Stephens et al. 2012).  

  

Retrieving Cloud Properties using SW Spectral Radiance   

  

The ARM Cimel Sun Photometers (CSPHOT) are part of the NASA Aerosol Robotic Network  

(AERONET) (Holben et al., 1998) and measure solar irradiance and narrow FOV radiances  
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(Figure 3, Table 1) following standard measurement protocols: Direct Sun, Almucantar, 

Principal Plane. The direct sun extinction gives an accurate measure of the column aerosol 

optical depth, and through the Spectral Deconvolution Algorithm (SDA) a measure of fine-mode 

fraction. Assuming aerosols are distributed uniformly, the almucantar and principal plane sky 

radiance can be inverted to yield a number of other aerosol properties: particle size distribution, 

refractive index, asymmetry parameter, and when AOD is sufficiently large absorption optical 

depth and single scattering albedo (Dubovik and King, 2000; Giles et al., 2019).  

 

In Nov. 2004, the so-called “cloud mode” (Chiu et al., 2010; 2012) was added, which instead of 

parking the CSPHOT when the Sun is blocked, points the instrument to the zenith to be used in 

cloud optical depth and effective radius retrievals. The cloud-mode observational strategy was 

largely motivated by the work using the ARM Narrow Field of View (NFOV) radiometer (Table 

1) that measured zenith radiance at 673- and 870-nm wavelengths with 1-sec time resolution 

(Marshak et al., 2004; Chiu et al., 2006).  

 

The ShortWave Spectrometer (SWS) and Shortwave Array Spectrometer – Zenith (SASZe1 and 

SASZe2) provide hyperspectral zenith radiances at 1 Hz (Figure 3).  These instruments have 

operated at the SGP, the Azores, and selected ARM Mobile Facility sites (Figure 1b). The broad 

spectral coverage and fast temporal sampling combined with a dynamic range able to measure 

both cloudy and cloud-free scenes make these instruments attractive to studies of cloud 

properties and cloud-aerosol interactions. The narrow field of view also better matches the field 

of view of active sensors like lidars and vertically pointing cloud radars and passive sensors in 

the infrared and microwave, allowing for more consistent multi-instrument retrievals.  
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Operationally, these instruments have proven to be robust and reliable with very little down time.  

However, direct comparison of concurrent zenith radiance measurements, as seen in Figure 3, 

shows good agreement at some wavelengths and times, but at times can show discrepancies of up 

to 10-20% which exceeds the uncertainties of the calibration sources. Efforts are underway to 

make more comparisons such as these to better quantify uncertainties in the measurements, 

improve consistency between datasets, and determine potential instrument solutions  such as 

more frequent on-site calibration, built-in light sources to identify wavelength-dependent 

changes, and developing vicarious calibration techniques.  

 

A number of retrieval methodologies exist in the literature that use hyperspectral measurements 

to more accurately or flexibly retrieve cloud optical properties such as cloud optical depth and 

particle effective radius (Section S2). The impact of these measurement uncertainties varies by 

retrieval methodology, and in fact, many retrieval methodologies based on slopes (e.g. McBride 

et al. 2011) or the shape (LeBlanc et al. 2015) of the SW spectra mitigate challenges with 

absolute calibration accuracy allowing more effective use of the spectral measurements. For 

example, the studies of the mixing zone between clear and cloudy skies described in the 

following section use retrievals of cloud optical depth and effective radius from multiple spectral 

zenith radiance instruments with absolute accuracy differences of 15-20%, but these accuracy 

differences had little impact on the retrievals because ratios of cloudy and clear spectra are used 

(Yang et al., 2016, 2019; Section S5). 
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The following section describes examples of how some of these retrieval methodologies are  

beginning to be used in concert with the array of instrumentation at ARM sites to disentangle the  

microphysical processes impacting cloud radiative effects.  

  

Advances in Understanding of Cloud Microphysical Processes using ARM SW Spectral  

Measurements  

Shedding New Light on High-latitude Cloud Processes  

   

Shortwave spectral measurements have the potential to make significant contributions to  

atmospheric science at high latitudes. At remote field sites where aircraft in situ measurements  

are difficult, and where more advanced active remote sensors such as high spectral resolution  

lidar (HSRL) and cloud research radars are not available, spectral, near-infrared measurements of  

downwelling irradiance or zenith radiance provide valuable information about cloud  

microphysical properties and their influence on the surface radiation budget. In the near-infrared,  

radiation transmitted through clouds is sensitive to both the cloud thermodynamic phase and the  

effective droplet or ice particle size. Shortwave spectral irradiance measurements have shown  

how cloud ice water attenuates surface shortwave irradiance, relative to an equivalent liquid  

water cloud, in springtime Arctic stratus (Lubin & Vogelmann 2011), and how contrasting  

Antarctic meteorological regimes influence surface irradiance through varying cloud properties  

(Scott & Lubin 2014). The remote high latitudes are very data sparse, and even a modest  

deployment of spectral radiometric instruments can yield valuable case studies for process  

parameterization in climate modeling.  
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Figure 4 provides a demonstration of detecting polar cloud microphysical changes at high time 

resolution using shortwave spectral irradiance measurements. A Panalytical (Inc.) FieldSpec Pro 

Jr spectroradiometer measuring spectral irradiance over the interval 350-2200 nm was deployed 

with the ARM West Antarctic Radiation Experiment (AWARE) at the WAIS Divide Ice Camp 

(79°28’03”S, 112°05’11”W), in December 2015 and January 2016, and recorded data 

continuously in one-minute intervals (Wilson et al. 2018). Between 10-17 January AWARE 

sampled a major surface melting event (Nicolas et al. 2017) driven by significant increases in 

temperature and moisture in the lower troposphere over West Antarctica and the Ross Ice Shelf. 

This brought substantial variability in cloud microphysics alternating between mixed-phase and 

primarily liquid phase clouds. In Figure 4, the variability in the 1.6-µm spectral irradiance 

represents a transition in the low-level stratiform cloud deck between a mixed-phase and liquid 

phase (as described in Wilson et al. 2018). Under the mainly liquid water cloud starting just after 

mid-day (UTC) the 1.6-µm window downwelling irradiance increases by a factor of three. 

 

Understanding precipitation formation in warm clouds 

 

Process-level understanding of cloud and precipitation formation is key for addressing 

outstanding issues of warm clouds, such as climate model tendency to underestimate cloud 

fraction but overestimate cloud albedo for low-topped clouds (Nam et al. 2012); drizzling too 

lightly and too frequently (Stephens et al. 2010); and the large uncertainty in cloud feedbacks in 

models (Bony and Dufresne 2005, Klein and Hall 2015).  Such understanding requires high 

temporal and spatial resolution observations to unravel or to validate.  While active sensors like 

radar provide critical range-resolving measurements to capture structures of clouds and 
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precipitation, radar is not independently capable of providing quantitative microphysical and 

optical properties. Shortwave radiation measurements obtained from instruments having 

comparable field of view with radar, can be used alongside active sensors to better constrain 

retrieved quantities.   

 

Combining shortwave zenith radiances at multiple wavelengths to retrieve cloud microphysical 

properties with scanning cloud radar measurements to give spatial context, Fielding et al. (2014) 

retrieved detailed three-dimensional (3D) fields of liquid water content and effective radius for 

non-precipitating clouds.  The capability of retrieving information from highly heterogeneous 

clouds (as shown in their cumulus case) not only helps achieve surface radiation closure, but also 

allows us to properly collect statistics of cloud populations.  More importantly, cloud evolution 

can be closely monitored for studying cloud transitions and their relation to the environment.  

 

Using zenith spectral radiance measurements along with vertically pointing cloud radar and lidar, 

Fielding et al. (2015) showed that it is possible to retrieve cloud and drizzle properties 

simultaneously. An example from the ARM Eastern North Atlantic site is shown in Fig 5. This 

type of joint retrieval allows us to gain new insight into drizzle formation.  For example, 

coincident cloud and in-cloud drizzle retrievals provide observational constraints on 

autoconversion and accretion processes (e.g., Mace et al., 2016).  Observed cloud and drizzle 

spatial co-variability can be also used to evaluate and improve cloud microphysics schemes in 

models (e.g., Boutle et al., 2014).  Additionally, below-cloud drizzle is a key component to 

characterize drizzle evaporation and the subsequent impact on dynamics in the sub-cloud layer.   
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Observing Mixing and Aerosol-Cloud Interactions in the Transition Zone  

  

The transition zone between cloudy and clear air is a region of strong aerosol-cloud interaction  

where aerosol particles humidify and swell when approaching the cloud, while cloud drops  

evaporate and shrink when moving away from the cloud.  The transition zone is also  

contaminated by ‘weak cloud elements’, such as cloud fragments sheared off from adjacent  

clouds (Koren et al., 2007, 2009).  Using satellite observations from CALIPSO, Varnai and  

Marshak (2011) showed that transition zones between clear and cloudy air are ubiquitous: about  

half of all clear sky pixels over ocean are within 5 km of a low cloud (below 3-km altitude).   

This zone is more extensive than was previously thought (Bar-Or et al., 2010) and thus it  

complicates estimates of the aerosol indirect effect and aerosol radiative forcing — excluding  

aerosols near clouds will dramatically reduce the database and underestimate the forcing, while  

including them may overestimate the forcing because of unaccounted cloud contamination.   

  

The 1 Hz temporal resolution data from the ARM shortwave spectrometers (Table 1: SASZE,  

SWS) provide a unique opportunity to study the transition zone as they capture the needed  

temporal and spatial resolution which are difficult to measure from space-based or aircraft  

platforms. In addition, spectral radiative measurements help us study the factors controlling the  

entrainment and homogeneous versus inhomogeneous mixing processes.  

  

By approximating the shortwave spectra in the cloud-clear transition zone as a linear  

combination of purely clear and purely cloudy spectra (see details in Section S5), we can  

characterize cloud optical thickness and cloud droplet effective radius in the transition zone.   
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When applying this method to the measurements of a ground-based shortwave spectroradiometer  

in continental and maritime conditions (Yang et al., 2016, 2019), we found that cloud optical  

depth consistently decreases in both cases, while droplet size decreases much more substantially  

for the continental regime, suggesting different mixing processes for the two types of clouds.  

This is consistent with our theoretical understanding of the effect of relative humidity on the  

mixing types (Pinsky and Khain, 2018).  

  

Progress and Potential of SW Spectral Measurements to Observe and Understand 3D  

Radiative effects  

New approaches that balance detailed process understanding with emergent phenomena in order  

to improve quantification of radiative effects in complex cloud-aerosol-radiation environments  

(Feingold et al. 2016) are required for advancing predictive modeling of the global climate. One  

such approach is to represent the irradiance field at a given level in the atmosphere as a  

probability density function (PDF) of downwelling irradiance (Schmidt et al., 2007; 2009), to  

reveal how different cloud field morphologies and aerosol conditions manifest in different  

radiation patterns at the Earth’s surface. The PDF of aircraft observations (Figure 6) at 500 nm  

acquired during the Gulf of Mexico Atmospheric Composition and Climate Study (GoMACCS)  

campaign (Lu et al., 2008) exhibited a distinct bimodal structure under shallow cumulus clouds  

(Schmidt et al., 2009), representing cloud shadows and the clear-sky between clouds separately.  

The use of these detailed spectral measurements of the complex cloud field allows for attribution  

of radiative effects to the different components of the system.  
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This bimodal structure of the irradiance PDF can also be captured by multi-filter  radiometers 

that are more widely deployed, providing improved spatial sampling. The MFRSR makes 

continuous measurements at the SGP central facility and several extended facilities within 

approximately 75 km of the central facility (ARM 2019).  MFRSR irradiance at 500 nm under 

shallow cumulus clouds  from the central facility (Figure 7a and b)  provides limited statistics, 

making the PDF shape difficult to quantify (Figure 7a). However, when observations across ten 

sites produce a PDF that is more distinct and robust (Figure 7b). Large Eddy Simulations (LES) 

informed by observations (Gustafson et al., 2020) were used to reproduce the cloud field for 

radiative transfer (RT) modeling of this case. One-dimensional (1-D) RT which models the 

atmosphere as horizontally homogeneous layers does not capture the bi-modal PDF at 500 nm 

(Figure 7c), however, three-dimensional (3-D) RT which includes vertical and horizontal 

structure for the identical cloud field reveals bi-modality (Figure 7d) also captured by the 

spatially distributed measurements (Figure 7b.)  

 

Gristey et al. (2020) showed that neglecting 3-D radiative effects in 1-D radiative transfer 

calculations also introduces a bias of 2-8 W m−2 in calculated broadband surface solar irradiance 

under shallow cumulus conditions that persists even with spatio-temporal averaging. The 

asymptotic 3-D bias was found to be between 2–8 W m−2 for the cases considered. As such, 

neglecting 3-D radiative effects may cause erroneous surface energy budget calculations even 

within large scale weather and climate models as well as lead to incorrect dynamical feedbacks 

(e.g., Jakub and Mayer 2017; Gronemeier et al. 2017). Quantifying the significance of these 

effects and determining how they can be accounted for in numerical models considering both 

accuracy and computational efficiency is an area of active research. 
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One of the strengths of the PDF-based approach is that closure between microphysical properties  

of the cloud field from LES and the radiation field from measurements (Figure 6) is achieved  

when the location and shape of the two modes is accurately reproduced by the 3-D RT model –  

even if the ratio of the area between the two modes (a measure of cloud fraction) and thus the  

domain-average irradiance are not reproduced. Defined in this way, 3-D radiative closure, is less  

stringent than 1-D radiative closure that does require agreement of domain-average modeled and  

measured irradiance. Separate book-keeping for the primary contributing modes as shown in  

Figure 6 makes this type of closure viable for surface- and aircraft-based studies of cloud  

radiative effects. That is because it is less sensitive to an accurate representation of the cloud  

fraction in the modeled cloud field, which can be difficult to achieve.  

  

Because of this separate book-keeping of clear and cloudy modes in 3-D radiative closure, it is  

also possible to disentangle aerosol and cloud radiative effects in mixed scenes with broken  

clouds. In terms of the mean downwelling irradiance, aerosols would be hard to detect in such  

situations because their radiative effects produce small perturbations relative to the cloud  

radiative effects. However, as can be seen in Figures 6a versus 6b, aerosols perturb the primary  

modes of a broken cloud field in different ways, and that is what makes aerosols detectable, even  

when accompanied by broken clouds that dominate the cloud-aerosol radiative effect. Plotting  

the location of the two modes spectrally (Figure 6c) makes this even more obvious. Spectral  

observations enable not only the detection, but also the quantification of aerosol radiative effects  

in the context of broken clouds. Broadband observations cannot deliver on this task because they  

aggregate the spectrum, masking the distinct spectral dependence of the aerosol radiative effect  
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in the cloud and between-cloud observations. To quantify aerosol and cloud radiative effects 

separately for this application, the absorption features of water vapor (e.g, at 936 nm in Figure 

6c) and other gases must be resolved to avoid aliasing/biasing their radiative effects.  

Spectroradiometers also must cover sufficient range to capture the aerosol optical thickness 

spectral dependence. 

 

 

Conclusion 

New observational tools are needed to tackle the challenges of improving and evaluating the 

climate model parameterizations of fine-scale processes that  drive cloud and aerosol climate 

radiative forcing and feedbacks. We have given several examples demonstrating how the SW 

spectral dimension can reveal novel information to understand cloud microphysical and radiative 

processes in the Earth’s atmosphere.  Of particular note is the disambiguating nature of these 

observations: where atmospheric processes of interest produce a unique spectral signature, the 

spectral observations provide a level of insight into that process that would otherwise be unclear 

with broadband observations.  We show how a number of effects can be disentangled 

simultaneously with the distinguishing capabilities of the ground-based SW spectral 

measurements due to high temporal resolution and a ground-based viewing geometry. Still, the 

record of SW hyperspectral measurements at US DOE ARM sites has only been analyzed 

superficially.  Within the long-term record, we expect that the potential of SW spectral 

measurements to better quantify and separate the feedbacks of aerosol, clouds, and 3-D effects 

has only begun to be explored. 
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Tables  

  

Table 1. Table listing filter-based and hyperspectral measurements fielded by the ARM program  

in at least one site or field campaign over the years. “Date routine” column refers to the date  

when it was first made routine at SGP if that was its first site. Measurement (“Meas.”) column  

uses abbreviations: irrad=hemispheric irradiance; dirh=direct horizontal irradiance;  

difh=diffuse horizontal irradiance; toth=total hemispheric downwelling irradiance; dirn=direct- 

normal irradiance, rad=narrow FOV radiance. “WL” column lists the wavelengths measured  

for filter-based measurements or the wavelength ranges for hyperspectral measurements in nm.  

“Comment, modes” describes orientations, scanning strategies, FOV, or information about  

where the instruments were deployed for guest instruments. The final column gives a DOI or  

URL where data and documentation can be accessed if available.  

  

Instrument Date 

routine 

Meas. WL (nm) Comment, modes DOI or URL 

MFR 10m 1994-

03 

Upwelling 

irrad 

415, 500, 

615, 673, 

870, 940, 

Si 

upwelling hemisp, 10 m 

tower, concurrent 

spectral measurements 

10.5439/1025224 

MFR 25m 1994-

03 

Upwelling 

irrad 

415, 500, 

615, 673, 

870, 940, 

Si 

upwelling hemisp, 25 m 

tower, concurrent 

spectral measurements 

10.5439/1025225 

MFRSR 1997-

01 

dirh, difh, 

toth 

415, 500, 

615, 673, 

870, 940, 

Si 

shadowband with 

horizontal diffuser (no 

direct normal), 

concurrent spectral 

measurements 

10.5439/1034918 

CSPHOT 1998-

03 

dirn, rad 340, 380, 

440, 500, 

Direct normal solar, sky-

scanning, cloud-zenith, 

https://www.arm.

gov/capabilities/i
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675, 870, 

1020, 

(1640) 

1640 nm after 2007-03, 

sequential spectral 

measurements.  

nstruments/cspho

t 

NIMFR 1997-

08 

dirn 415, 500, 

615, 673, 

870, 940, 

Si 

direct normal solar, 

concurrent spectral 

measurements 

10.5439/1025258 

NFOV 2000-

03 

rad 870 1.2 deg zenith https://www.arm.

gov/capabilities/i

nstruments/nfov 

NFOV2 2004-

09 

rad 673, 870 1.2 deg zenith, moved to 

AMF1 after 2006-11, 2 

concurrent spectral 

measurements 

10.5439/1025257 

RSS105 2003-

05 - 

2007-

12 

dirh, 

difh,toth 

Si (360-

1070) 

Shadowband with 

horizontal diffuser (no 

direct normal), 

concurrent spectral 

measurements 

10.5439/1025267 

RSS 2009-

08 - 

2014-

03 

dirh, 

difh,toth 

Si (360.4-

1070.1) 

Refurbished in 2009 

1002 pixels, spectral 

resolution varies from 

0.6 nm at 360 to 7 nm at 

1070  

https://www.arm.

gov/data/data-

sources/rss-141 

SWS 2006-

05 

rad Si (350-

1000), 

InGaAs 

(970-2200) 

1.4 deg zenith, moved to 

ENA in 2016-04. 

concurrent spectral 

measurements 

10.5439/1025301 

SASHe 2011-

03 

dirh, 

difh,toth 

Si (350-

1000), 

InGaAs 

(970-1700) 

shadowband with 

horizontal diffuser (no 

direct normal), 

concurrent spectral 

measurements 

https://www.arm.

gov/capabilities/i

nstruments/sashe 

10.5439/1150262 

10.5439/1150263 

SASZe 2011- rad Si (350- 1 deg zenith, concurrent https://www.arm.
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03 1000), 

InGaAs 

(970-1700) 

spectral measurements gov/capabilities/i

nstruments/sasze 

10.5439/1025272 

10.5439/1025273 

Aerodyne 

TWST 

Guest 

inst. 

rad Si (350-

1000) 

Aerodyne, Scott, AMF1 

TCAP 2013/5-6, AMF1 

BAECC 2014/7-8 

Zenith radiance, 

Concurrent spectral 

measurements 

https://arm.gov/re

search/campaigns

/amf2013fertcs 

https://arm.gov/re

search/campaigns

/amf2014baecc-

twst 

Panalytical 

FieldSpec 

Pro 

Guest 

inst. 

toth (flux) Si (350-

1000), 

InGaAs 

(970-2200) 

Lubin, AWARE 

concurrent spectral 

measurements 

Soon to be 

available on 

arm.gov 
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Figures:  

  
Fig. 1. (a) Map of ARM deployments showing filter-based (F) or hyperspectral (H, G) SW  

spectral measurements. (b) Timeline of deployment of hyperspectral instruments at ARM  

campaigns, with campaign or site abbreviations and the name of locations given in the color  

bar. Any instrument deployed by a research group other than ARM is labeled as Guest. More  
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details on instrument specifications in Table 1. Note that the timeline shows when  

instruments were deployed but good data may not be available for the full campaign. More  

details about data quality can be found in Section S1 and on the ARM website.  

  

  

Fig 2. Cloud-free  spectral irradiances as measured using the RSS. The spectral resolution  

is higher in the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum compared to the near infrared. The  

nominal spectral positions and bandwidths of MFRSR filters are superimposed. More details  

on the specifications of the RSS and MFRSR can be found in Table 1.  
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Fig 3. Spectral zenith radiances from cloudy skies as measured using the SWS (black), and  

the visible (blue) and near-infrared (red) spectrometers of the SAS-Ze. Filter based  

measurements from the Cimel Sun Photometer are also shown along with the nominal  

spectral positions and bandwidths of CSPHOT filter.   
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Fig. 4. Evolution of 1.6-µm window spectral irradiance throughout 15 January 2016 at WAIS  

Divide, Antarctica. Time given in hours UTC. The top panel shows the micropulse lidar (MPL)  

depolarization ratio indicating nearly continuous low-level cloud cover. The lower three panels  

show the irradiance spectrum recorded at one-minute intervals over the entire 1.6-µm window,  

the irradiance integrated over the window, and the slope of a linear fit through the spectral  

irradiance between 1534-1593 µm with a negative slope indicating liquid water  
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Fig. 5. An example for retrieving properties of concurrent cloud and drizzle using combined  

measurements of cloud radar, lidar and shortwave zenith radiance from the ARM Eastern North  

Atlantic site on July 20, 2017.  Retrievals are based on an Ensemble Cloud Retrieval method  

(ENCORE).  Panels from top to bottom represent observed radar reflectivity with cloud base  

height (black lines); retrieved water content, cloud effective radius, drizzle effective radius, total  

water path (i.e. the sum of the cloud and drizzle water path), cloud droplet number concentration  

and cloud base drizzle rate, respectively. For comparison, total water path from microwave  
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radiometer observations is co-plotted in the 5th panel (red). Note that retrievals for multi-layer  

clouds at 15-16 UTC are not available since the assumption used in the retrieval method is likely  

violated.  

  

  

Fig. 6. (a, b): Measured (gray) and LES modeled (black, blue lines) downwelling irradiance  

below a scattered cloud field at 500 nm – below-cloud mode (a: CLD) and cloud gap mode (b:  

GAP). (c) Location of the two modes as a function of wavelength. Figures adapted from Schmidt  

et al. (2009). SSFR: airborne Solar Spectral Flux Radiometer.  

 

a) b) c) 
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Fig. 7. PDFs of surface down-welling irradiance at 500nm (𝐹500𝑛𝑚
↓ ) on July 17th 2017 from  

14:00-15:00 local time (UTC–5) at the ARM SGP atmospheric observatory. MFRSR  

observations are taken from (a) the SGP central facility and (b) averaged over ten surrounding  

extended facilities (C1, E9, E11, E15, E31, E32, E33, E34, E36, E37). LES output from the same  

day using the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM; Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003) with a  

24×24 km domain initialized and forced by observed conditions at SGP is ingested into Monte  

Carlo radiative transfer to compute 𝐹500𝑛𝑚
↓  applying (c) 1-D radiative transfer and (d) 3-D  

radiative transfer. Note the variable vertical axes scale.  
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